Deep Learning for Fast and Accurate Fashion Item Detection
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes fast and accurate fashion item detection model, based on deep neural networks. The model combines MultiBox and Fast R-CNN detection architectures and improves them with several modifications, intended to make object detection system faster while keep detection quality at the same or better level. The model was tested on Kuznech-Fashion-156 and Kuznech-Fashion-205 fashion item detection datasets and gave good detection results while being 10 times faster than baseline model. Image processing time for one image is 310 ms. Obtained results make it possible to use this model as a part of Kuznech Mobile Recognition system for the task of fashion item detection and recognition, followed by visual similarity search.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Growth of online commerce, specifically m-commerce, and demand on fashion-related products are the triggers that stimulate scientific research in the field of computer vision for fashion and luxury market segments. One of the most important and challenging tasks in this area is detection [8, 21, 11] and recognition [1] of apparel and accessories in real-world images, followed by search for similar items [11, 14, 7, 21] in online shops. This task is well known but for a long time there were no good solutions, which are simultaneously accurate and fast. In this paper we present Kuznech Mobile Recognition system, a model, which can accurately detect all fashion items in photo, classify each of them and find visually similar items in large database, and all that in a very short period of time (under 0.5 second). Out model handles more than two hundred categories of fashion items of three basic classes: clothing, footwear and bags. The whole system is composed of several modules, most of them are beyond the scope of this paper. Here we will describe only fashion item detection and classification module. The demo of our system is available on the web.

2. RELATED WORK

Usually the most challenging part of fashion item detection, recognition and similarity search systems is object detection, when the system must find, localize and classify all objects of some set of categories, which are presented on image. Until recently methods used for this task were not accurate enough, especially in real-world conditions and for objects with very diverse visual appearance like clothing. One way to fight this problem is to use recently proposed object detection models based on deep learning.

Figure 1: Example of fashion item detection and similarity search, performed by Kuznech Mobile Recognition system
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1http://mobilerecognition.kuznech.com/
The use of Convolutional Neural Networks proved to be the best method for visual recognition problems, even outperforming humans in some image classification challenges [9]. There are several ways how Convolutional Neural Networks could help in object detection. One of them is R-CNN [6], model for object detection, which consists of bottom-up region proposal phase and region classification phase. This model was used for fashion item detection in [8]. Similar models also were used for bag detection [4, 2]. The problem of this model is that it takes too much time to detect objects. Later authors proposed better version of this model - Fast R-CNN [5]. It worked much faster than original R-CNN and could be used in real applications. We used this model as a baseline for our system and improved it in several ways. Our final model works 10 times faster than Fast R-CNN, keeping similar level of detection accuracy. In the following parts of the paper we’ll describe how we achieved this.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In most papers, which use R-CNN or Fast R-CNN for object detection [6, 5, 7, 8, 2] method called Selective Search [20] is used for region proposals generation. It is good but slow method, it takes 2.6 seconds to generate all proposals needed for one image. This is why our first modification to the standard Fast R-CNN model was switching Selective Search to different method - modified version of MultiBox [19].

3.1 Modified MultiBox for proposal generation

MultiBox is a neural network that receives an input image and generates N region predictions - coordinates of bounding boxes and values of network’s confidence that this particular region (bounding box) contains an object. MultiBox is trained with backpropagation as usual neural network. It differs from usual neural networks, used for classification tasks, in its "head" with loss functions: it has two separate branches, one for predicting region coordinates (it is trained with L2 loss function in original paper) and another for predicting confidence values (in original paper it is trained with Softmax). We discovered that if we change L2 Loss function (1) to Smooth L1 Loss function [5] (2,3) then network starts to generate better region proposals.

\[ F_{\text{match}}(x, l) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} x_{ij} \|l_i - g_j\|^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ L_{\text{loc}}(t^n, v) = \sum_{i \in x,y,w,h} \text{smooth}_{L1}(t^n_i - v_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ \text{smooth}_{L1}(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, 5x^2 & , \|x\| < 1 \\
||x|| - 0.5 & , \|x\| \geq 1
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

As in original paper, we used adjustable threshold for confidence values of MultiBox to filter object proposals that obviously do not contain any objects. To make object predictions more accurate, especially for very small objects, we used MultiBox in spatial pyramid fashion: instead of just using one full image as input we used 14 of its different crops in several scales. This slows detection but ensures very high accuracy.

3.2 Region classification

As a result of MultiBox a certain amount of region proposals is generated. This is an equivalent of the outputs of Selective Search method in original Fast R-CNN model, so for each proposal box, we need to define whether it contains an object, and if yes, of which class. For this purpose convolutional neural networks (CNN) are used. In older R-CNN model [6] each resulting region proposal box was cut from input image, brought to the same size and put through a neural network, which outputs a vector of N+1 values corresponding to the probability of the box’s belonging to each of N classes or the "background" class (non-presence of any object). In case if it is required to evaluate a big number of boxes (and for Selective Search it is more than thousand boxes), this resulted in considerable time consumption. The main difference of Fast R-CNN model is that the neural network does not treat each box prediction individually, but the image itself as a whole. Passing through a sequence of convolutional layers to the upper levels of the network, the image is converted into a set of feature maps. In this case, box predictions are cut not from input image, but from feature maps, and then one by one go through only the uppermost layers of the network. Thus, a considerable acceleration of network performance is obtained, since instead of thousand image passes through the full network it is required to make only one pass. Furthermore, by using MultiBox for generating box predictions, it is possible to reduce the number of region classifications.
of used boxes from thousands to hundreds or tens by beforehand setting the confidence threshold value which will significantly raise system performance. Unlike in the Fast R-CNN version, described in original paper [5], as a base network we used GoogLeNet [18], which is faster than network from Fast R-CNN paper and which, as in case with MultiBox, was trained on the task of ImageNet classification and later fine-tuned on our detection task. Also we placed ROI Pooling layer after 7th Inception block instead of last convolutional layer as in original paper. This way we slow down the network’s work for a bit but make it more suitable for fine-tuning. Additionally, due to a relatively small size of a training set (100-200 images per class), we actively used various distortions (mirroring, image stretching by the width and height, image cropping, etc.) as a way of data augmentation.

3.3 Post-processing of detection results

We used a Non Maximum Suppression method (NMS) [6] to exclude unnecessary detection of one and the same object at the stage of results post-processing: among much intersecting fields classified as containing objects of the same class, we selected areas with the highest probability of containing an object of this class.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Dataset

To train a MultiBox network and region classifier network we collected and manually labelled with bounding boxes a dataset of 25,000 images, which contains various items of clothing, shoes and accessories - 156 classes in total. For testing we used another set of 6,000 images. We’ll refer to this dataset as Kuznech-Fashion-156. Later we updated this dataset with more classes (205 classes in total) and more images (40,000 for training, 12,000 for tests) We’ll refer to this updated dataset as Kuznech-Fashion-205. While the total number of images in these datasets is not very large compared with datasets like ImageNet, they present very diverse sets of training and testing data ranging from very high-quality advertisement pictures to low resolution images from mobile phones. Some images contain only one object of one single category, others have a lot of different object from different categories. Since there are only 100-200 images per class, and a lot of classes are similar, to get good results it is important to use data augmentation methods or neural networks pretrained on large datasets.

4.2 Results

Evaluation of the system work quality was made according to two main guidelines: quality of object detection and amount of processing time. Our main goal was to create a model with good detection precision and recall, which could process one image in less than 0.5 second, so it could be used in real applications. As a result we achieved average precision of 81% and recall of 85.5% on dataset Kuznech-Fashion-156. To process one image it takes about 310 ms. Comparison of the proposed detection model with original Fast R-CNN + Selective Search model is shown in Table 1. Comparison of our modified MultiBox method with other methods of region proposal generation is shown in Table 2. Later we trained our model on Kuznech-Fashion-205 dataset and achieved average precision of 81.25% and recall of 78%.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Using Fast R-CNN model combined with the modified MultiBox method for region proposal generation, we built a system, that quite reasonably and accurately detects objects of 156 and 205 classes in the images, and works fast enough to be used in real applications. The resulting working speed was several times higher than that of existing analogs (at the time when experiments were conducted). Thanks to pre-trained classification network, which we used to initialize our models, modified loss functions in MultiBox and additional data augmentation techniques, we were able to successfully train the system on a relatively small dataset. This model is used as a part of Kuznech Mobile Recognition system, combined with algorithms for visual similarity search. However, at this point of time the system is still not perfect. To predict regions containing objects and classify them, we use two different networks, which requires replicated computation of low-level features. By combining these two networks into one, we could use same features on the step of prediction boxes and object classification. Thus, computational costs could be considerably reduced. Similar things were performed in [17, 15]. Also the system could be improved by using better neural network architectures [10, 22] and activation functions [3].
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Figure 4: Example of detection and similarity search, performed by Kuznech Mobile Recognition system.